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U3A Port Fairy 

Critters on the beach – 7 August 2020 

Sue and Ross’s excellent observations 

(Information provided by Sue and Ross with a little embellishment here and there!) 

1. Melbourne Skate, Spiniraja whitleyi 

Other names: Great Skate, Rough Skate, Wedgenose Skate, Wedge-nosed Skate, Whitley’s 

Skate. The largest Australian skate. Although skates lack venomous spines, rows of large 

thorns along the tail may inflict a painful injury. 

• Maximum length 1.7 metres and can weigh up to 50 kg.  

• Habitat: sand and mud 

• Distribution: Albany WA to Wollongong NSW and around Tasmania 

The specimen only contained the head and was identifiable by its wedge-shaped nose. It 

even looked like a shovel-nose. The two holes at the upper rear of the head are not eye 

sockets, they are breathing holes (spiracles) so the animal can breathe while buried in the 

sand. 

The underside has a beautiful array of short teeth of about 4 or 5 rows. Teeth about 2 to 3 

mm long and very firm. The teeth were by no means sharp (zoom in to see rather good 

detail of the teeth). 

When you are looking for the egg case in the key provided by Ted – it is called Dipturus 

whitleyi. 

(The photos showing the living skate and the egg case are from the web). 

Upper side of Skate with spiracles visible   Under side of Skate with teeth 

What it looks like when not nibbled – about 1.7m long Melbourne Skate egg case 
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2. Octopus Unknown species but could be Octopus australis which has been 

recorded at Port Fairy previously. 

Found dead on the western end of South Beach. 

About 20 cm long. 

It had been struggling up the beach away from the water. 

No obvious markings but octopuses are masters of camouflage so in different circumstances 

it could have looked quite different – it may have been coloured, spotty or even covered in 

warty projections when it was in the water. Not sure why it was wandering on the sand 

above the water line – not a usual part of its habitat. Something was clearly wrong! 

 

 

3. Starry Toadfish Arthron fermamentum 

Found on Little East Beach. Its about 20cm long and covered in small spines. 

You can see how it got its name, both the common and scientific names. 

The teeth are like a parrot’s beak for scraping shellfish and other food off rocks and cracking 

them open. 

Although not often seen, they do seem to be becoming a bit more common, maybe as the 

oceans warm.  

The spots make it easy to identify   Teeth like a parrot’s beak. 

 

Well spotted Sue and Ross! 


